Lynne Outhred
This last year has been a busy and
successful one for the Club with several
major initiatives as we move further into
the electronic age – an electronic
program and online renewal of
membership and submission of walks.
It’s also been the first year of my
presidency, so thank you everyone for
giving me support and assistance along
the way.
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I’d like to remind you who we are
And to reaffirm, as the committee has
just done, that The Bush Club is first and
foremost a walking club, which aims to
provide a diverse range of walking
styles, destinations and grades for our
members. Everything we do should
ultimately support this aim.

S

econdly, we provide a social
forum where members can learn
and
exchange
ideas
and
information on bushwalking and related
activities. Such forums might include
newsletters, leaders’ nights, training
activities, club anniversary celebrations,
social occasions and similar activities.
While the club is generally sensitive to
environmental issues, it is not a lobby
group. The club may circulate, from time
to time, environmental information and
issues it feels may be of interest to its
members and encourages members to
follow the dictates of their own personal
views and convictions in whatever way
those individuals see fit.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
We have a terrific Walks Program
Thanks to John Cooper and all our
leaders
Thank you to all the leaders who have
submitted walks. Our leaders are the
heart of the club, and their efforts in
researching and submitting a large
diversity of walks make our club
successful.
And all walks can be viewed online
Thanks to Tom Brennan, Jacqui
Hickson and Ron Mead
Now with the click of a mouse you can
see the recently submitted walks and
updates integrated with the regular
program. The designers of the online
electronic program are Ron Mead and
Jacqui Hickson, both of whom keep
imagining
future
technological
possibilities for the club. Thank you to
Tony Hickson for first raising the idea of
integration at the 2011 AGM.
We have encouraged and trained new
leaders
Thanks to Sandra Bushell, Graham
Conden, Carol Henderson, Tony
Hickson and Bob Taffel
Several courses have been run over the
last year and the participants have
commented on the usefulness of this
training. Sandra, Carol, Bob and
Graham trained eleven new leaders in
April while Graham has offered
navigation training and Tony gave
instruction in GPS use.
We are a city club with a village
atmosphere
Thanks to Kevin Yeats and a pat on
the back for us all
Our club is becoming large! Its
membership is growing - 646 members
and 107 prospective members – we will
soon be heading towards 700 members!
We have the reputation of being a
friendly club, and our success in
attracting new members is a result of the
website, our rich walking program and
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the welcome we give our prospective
members.

We have a healthy financial outlook
Thanks to Barbara Mitchell
In the last financial year we made a
small surplus ($1916) - with our main
expenses being insurance, newsletter
costs and confederation affiliation. Our
bank balance is healthy with a balance
of about $18,000 to allow for any
unforeseen contingencies.
We maintain an emphasis on safety
Thanks to Trevor Brown
Considering the number of walks and
walkers there have been relatively few
incidents reported during the last year.
The club encourages everyone to carry
a basic first aid kit on walks and to assist
each other at creek crossings and
difficult sections of walks. There is also
a subsidy available to members who
undertake first aid training and a number
of members have attended first aid
courses.
We keep in touch with everyone
Thanks to Bev Barnett, Tam Khuat,
Jacqui Hickson, Ron Mead and Judy
O’Connor
Our website, designed and maintained
by Jacqui Hickson, is the window
through which we are seen by the world
and is one of our main sources of new
members. The photos show the many
beautiful places we walk.
In addition, Jacqui sends out the
Bulletin, an occasional e-publication
about immediate matters, to keep
members up-to-date with happenings
that are of relevance to the club.
From the beginning of 2012 the
quarterly
newsletter,
our
major
publication, has been produced by Judy
O’Connor who has brought skills and
expertise from her previous career to the
role, ably supported by Bev Barnett and
Tam Khuat who organize printing and
postage.
No communication with members would
be possible without the efforts of Ron

Mead who maintains the member
database. Some committee members
believe Ron sleeps by his computer, a
belief based on the speed with which he
answers queries.

willing to offer expertise, take a role in
sub-committees, act as back up when
other members are away, and contribute
ideas and opinions on behalf of you all.

Our records show what we do
Thanks to Carol Henderson, Michael
Pratt and Geoff Bates
Carol, our wonderful secretary keeps
her finger on the club’s pulse and
always knows what needs to be done.
She keeps us organized and up-to-date
with
various
matters,
including
correspondence, room bookings and
many other administrative matters.
Michael took minutes of the club’s
meetings until earlier this year when
Geoff Bates took over.

Subcommittees/ representatives
New Members Approvals: Graham
Conden, Ron Mead, Kevin Yeats.
Updated Walks Program Approval:
Graham Conden, Bob Taffel.
Short Notice Walks Issues: John Cooper
(convenor), Graham Conden, Tony
Hickson (now disbanded).
Confederation: Dick Weston.
Search and Rescue: Graham Conden,
Keith Maxwell, Dick Weston.

We enjoy social functions
Thanks to Carol Henderson and
Robert Robinson
Last year’s the club’s 72nd birthday
celebration at Bobbin Head brought
together about 80 members who walked
in from many different directions to chat,
share cake and have a cup of tea (or
coffee). Thank you Cynthia Brew,
Graham Conden, Jill Green, John
Hungerford, Michael Keats, Kevin Yeats
and Doreen Anderson for leading walks,
and to Carol and Robert for organizing
afternoon tea.

T

WHAT ARE THE FUTURE
CHALLENGES?
We have to maintain the number and
diversity of walks
With our increased membership, we
need to identify and train new leaders on
a regular basis.

W

e request all members help
these new leaders to gain
confidence and experience in
leading by going on their walks.
Experienced leaders can also offer to
put on walks with new leaders.

he Leaders’ BBQ, an annual event
to thank our leaders and
committee members for the work
they do, was held in March. Thank you
to Pamela and Darryl Warren who very
kindly offered their house as the venue,
even though they were in the process of
selling it and had an open house the
next day. Thank you to Robert who
ensured the evening ran smoothly.

We have to ensure our members can
access the electronic program
We are aware that the availability of the
electronic program means the printed
program is quickly out-of-date, and
about 10% of our members who do not
use the internet have a limited program
of walks available to them. The
committee is currently considering how
we can best help these members.

We have many wonderful members
who contribute in many ways
Thanks to Graham Conden, Graham
Lewarne, Keith Maxwell, Geoff
Suggate, Bob Taffel, Dick Weston
and John Wilson
The committee needs willing members
who have a diversity of skills and are

We need to further develop our use
of technology
If the club is to attract younger
members, we must plan how to make
the Walks Program readily accessible
via the internet for smart phones and
tablets. Online entry of walks has begun
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and a database of walks is being
considered.

COMMITTEE FAREWELLS

President

Lynne Outhred

9484 2657

Vice President

Bob Taffel

9958 6825

This year we have to farewell four
committee members and thank them for
the work they have done for the club.

Vice President

John Wilson

8086 1720

Club Secretary

Carol
Henderson

9879 6709

Tom Brennan our SNW coordinator has
been sending out the updated program
at least twice weekly since 2010.
Trevor Brown has served on the
committee for four years, three of those
as insurance officer. Trevor has
compiled monthly incident reports and
raised issues regarding safety, as well
as providing valuable knowledge about
National Parks.
Michael Pratt is an institution on the
committee and has served continuously
since 1990 – 22 years. Mike was
president from 1991-93 and 2003-6, vice
president for ten years and has served
in several other roles as well.
Robert Robinson retired from the
committee after serving for three years.
As events coordinator he organized the
last birthday celebration and the
Leaders’ BBQ this year.

Assistant
Secretary

Geoff Bates

9665 4463

Treasurer

Barbara
Mitchell

9644 1842

Walks
Program

John Cooper
Ian Mustchin

9449 7369

Membership

Kevin Yeats

9416 3526

Training
Coordinator

Sandra
Bushell

9665 6778

Judy O’Connor
Bev Barnett
Tam Khuat

9929 8629
9876 3252
0408 826
989

Webmaster
and Bulletin

Jacqui
Hickson

9419 2546

Librarian

Michael Keats

9144 2096

Events
Coordinators

Graham
Lewarne

9438 3275

Insurance
Officer

Alan Sauran

0433
811

Database
manager

Ron Mead

9871 2580

Ian Mustchin
Graham
Conden
Geoff Suggate

9873 2531
9413 9996
9449 4029

Hon Auditor

Bob Wood

9531 0135

Search
and
rescue reps

Keith Maxwell
Graham
Conden
Dick Weston

9622 0049
94139996
4753 1003

Confed. rep

Dick Weston

4753 1003

AND FINALLY
I would like to stress that it is your club –
we are all indebted to our leaders and
committee members who give their time
and energy to making the club grow and
flourish. So do think of ways you can
contribute to the club so we continue to
enjoy a rich program of walks in the
company of friendly and supportive
community of walkers.
The Bush Club’s a splendid
organization
We think it’s the finest club in the
nation
Our brief is to walk
Share stories and talk
No wonder we glow with a sense of
elation!
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Lockley’s Pylon
Lockley’s Pylon in the Blue Mountains is
a household name to most bushwalkers.
Austere and imposing, it towers grandly
over the Grose Valley, some 600 metres
below. Ever wonder how it got its
name?

A

ccording to reports, it was named
after a Sydney Morning Herald
journalist, J.G.Lockley who wrote
under the penname of Redgum. His
expertise was gardening and nature and
he was involved in the publication of
some poetry of Henry Lawson, a
personal friend. He was well known for
his support of conservation issues.
At the age of about 70 years, he
accompanied a group of walkers on a
trip to Blue Gum at the time the forest
was thought to be under threat from
logging. He descended into the valley
from Bells Line of Road and climbed all
the way out to Blackheath, a distance of
around 14kms. On the way up Govetts
Creek, he is said to have remarked on
the great rocky ‘pylon’ above him. From
then on, it belonged to him. Sydney
Bush Walkers later recognised his
contribution to saving Blue Gum by
making him an honorary member in
1931.

73rd Birthday Celebration
Saturday 13th October 2012
Manly Dam (Area 3)
Afternoon Tea 2pm-4pm
Table facilities & barbecue available
from 11am-4pm
Enjoy a walk and convivial afternoon
tea
catching up with old and new friends.
Members, Prospectives & all Partners
welcome.
See Spring Program for selection of
walks
& other activities.
Tea, coffee, cake and soft drinks
provided.
BYO Alcohol.
Please put this important event in
your diary.

Heard on the track	
  

ther famous names include
Byles Pass, named after Marie
Byles (Blue Gum to Mount Hay)
and, to show bushwalkers have a sense
of humour, Jingles Pass in the
Ettrema/Yalwal area, named after Ben
Esgate’s dog.

As we finished our introductory naming
ceremony, a neighbouring male whom I
did not know, observed loudly: ‘You
haven't got your wife with you today’.
Surprised, I said: ‘I've never had my
wife with me. Why do you say that?’
‘Oh,’ he replied breezily. ‘You were
talking to that woman on your last walk
and I assumed she was your wife.’ (I
wondered what I had been saying that
might
have
led
him
to
this
conclusion, eg ‘Time to get the doona
out dear?’

Edited version from Back from the Brink
by Andy Macqueen, 1997

So at the conclusion of our walk I bailed
up this same fellow and before others
firmly told him: ‘I've been talking to some
ladies today. Remember, just because I
talk to
them
it
does
not mean
they're my wife!!’
Michael Pratt.

O
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Cynthia Brew
By Michael Keats

my older cousins, who unbeknownst to
me were active bushwalkers and indeed
luminaries of the club in the early 1950s.
Indeed, Neil Keats was Club President
in 1954.
Early interest
The great outdoors has always been a
passion for Cynthia. Growing up at East
Lindfield she was taken on bushland
strolls by her father. Free time away
from school involved poking around the
bush checking for critters of interest.
Activities such as collecting tadpoles
and watching them grow into frogs
helped nurture an early curiosity in wild
life.

In a dossier I have two crisp black and
white photographs of a very attractive
young woman wearing daringly short
shorts that reveal a pair of beautifully
proportioned
highly
serviceable
muscular
legs.
The
location
is
Barrington Tops National Park, the time
1956-58 and photographer bushwalking
icon, Brian Corlis. The young woman is
Cynthia Brew. Interestingly, both were
then members of the Newcastle
Bushwalking Club. In 2012 both are
members of The Bush Club.
‘Would you like tea or coffee and a
muffin?’

S

uch was the friendly greeting as I
walked into Cynthia’s unit on a
mission to probe and dig for
material for this article. Having settled
for ‘black tea and no sugar, but yes
please I would like a muffin’, she bustled
away to the kitchen.
As we talked, Cynthia drew on a pile of
papers assembled for my inquisition.
What floored me was a document
published
by
the
Newcastle
Bushwalking Club celebrating its 50th
anniversary. I read a reference to two of
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Several independent sources confirm
Cynthia was a superior athletic student.
As well being ‘into’ hockey, softball,
swimming and diving, she excelled at
gymnastics. Some cross referencing
elicited information that her network
within The Bush Club runs even deeper
than a long term acquaintance with
Brian Corlis. I discovered that Life
Member, Joan Fried was the ‘gorgeous
and much adored’ Miss Swinbourne, the
PE mistress at Hornsby Girls’ High
School when Cynthia and fellow
member Pam Organ were pupils…
Sent home
Such an athletic, high spirited girl was a
bit of a truant and prone to play up.
Reports are to hand that during music
lessons (not her favourite subject) she
would disappear behind curtains and reemerge after the class was over.
Outside school she was active in the Girl
Guides and became a patrol leader. On
one bush camp she shared a tent with
three girls and they sat up and chatted
excitedly all night. They were told to
quieten down but disobeyed and were
sent home the next day in disgrace. Also
in Guides she teamed up with Jennifer
Pallin, daughter of Paddy Pallin, one of
the most famous names in bushwalking
and camping.
Apart from prowess in sports, her best
subjects were Geography and English.
She avidly devoured Australian writers
including Mary Grant Bruce and Ion
Idriess.

She completed a three year course at
the Teachers' Training College in
Physical Education, graduating at the
age of twenty with a teaching diploma.
In the holidays she went on Sport and
Recreation camps further cementing her
love of the outdoors. Locked into the
school system, she was posted to
various city and country schools
including
Goulburn,
Casino
and
Newcastle.
After accepting a second cup of tea,
Cynthia confided to me: ‘The first club I
joined was in Newcastle where I led my
first walk. It was out the back of Lake
Macquarie.’
Selby Alley, who has a hut named after
him in the Barrington Tops National Park
and is one of Newcastle’s most revered
members
was
often
a
walking
companion. In Bathurst, she was an
active member of the Central West
Bushwalking
Club.
Her
favourite
destinations included Pantoneys Crown,
The Forge on the Macquarie River, Baal
Bone Gap with its fabulous pagodas,
and historic mining sites with their old
brick chimneys such as Chambers
Creek and Sofala.
Teaching posts in the north of NSW saw
her join the Southern Queensland
branch of the NPA. With members of
this group she walked in the
Queensland-NSW
border
country
including Lamington National Park with
its renowned tropical rain forest.
_______________________________

…she (met) Tenzing Norgay
the sherpa who accompanied
Sir Edmund Hillary…
________________________________
Brush with fame
In 1963, she took a year off to teach in
Tasmania and joined the Launceston
Walking Club which used an old bus to
take members to and from walks. One
evening after a long walk the bus broke
down. Everyone was wet and cold and
spent the night shivering around a fire
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whilst someone went to get cars. Her
most memorable trip was to Mount Field
National Park where she had the
experience of meeting Tenzing Norgay,
the sherpa who accompanied Sir
Edmund Hillary on the historic ascent
of Mount Everest.
On being posted back to Sydney her
first priority was to join a bushwalking
club. The YHA and the WEA were
trialled and after one walk she was
asked how she liked it.
‘It was very easy,’ she replied. ‘If you
want harder walks join The Bush Club”,
she was told. She took the advice and
has been a member since 1989.
Cuts, bumps, bites, leeches, ticks, do
not bother her. Her most memorable
snake encounter was when she spotted
one curled up on a rock one step ahead
of where she was about to place her
boot. Reports are that she stood for
some time poised like a ballerina with
one raised foot frozen in mid-air.

Michael Keats walk? No way…
________________________________

A

s years render us all less active,
Cynthia now finds enjoyment from
easier walks some of which she
leads for The Bush Club and the WEA
Ramblers. She’s given up golf and
taken to lawn bowls. She continues to
deliver Meals on Wheels and sometimes
joins Walking for Pleasure groups.
Among her favourite locales are the
Sydney Harbour foreshores.
She likes the club’s 1 to 6 grading
system because it lets walkers know
what to expect with less chance of
anyone joining an unsuitable walk or
one they will not enjoy. Even though
there have been changes in the club
during recent years she still feels 'very
much at home'. Her advice to new
members? ‘Just enjoy it, be sensible,

flexible and consider leading a walk
yourself.’
A finale quip for the interviewer and his
style of walks: ‘Oh no, I’ve never been
on any of Michael Keats' walks and I
don't intend to.’

For walks in NSW National Parks,
details of park and track closures:
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au
/NationalParks/FireClosure.aspx.

‘Know when to walk away’ (Kenny

Read the signs…

Rogers)

___________________________

Luxury in the Pyrenees

Walkers and leaders are reminded of
the club’s position in relation to access.
The club respects the rights of the
owners of private properties and the
decisions
made
by
professional
managers of public lands. This position
is consistent with the values of the club
and the Bushwalkers’ Code of the
Confederation of Bushwalking Clubs (of
which we are a member club).
Walkers and leaders participating in
Bush Club activities should not enter a
park if it is closed and should not walk
on tracks that are closed, nor should
they enter land where access is
permanently restricted, such as water
catchment areas and Department of
Defence and other Commonwealth
lands.
Any fines and penalties incurred are the
responsibility of the individual walker.
The cover provided by most
insurance policies can be reduced or
nullified by unlawful activities. The
club has received advice from
Confederation that if an act is illegal,
any amount payable under the club’s
Public Liability policy would be
substantially reduced, possibly to
zero, and in relation to the club’s
Personal Accident policy, nothing
would be payable.
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By John Friend
WEEK 1: May 2012
Sandra
Bushell,
Anne
Tribe,
Barbara Fleming, Jane Mowbray,
John Friend, Jill (Over the Alps)
Green, Carol Henderson, Leonie
Caines,
Lynne
Outhred,
Steve
Proctor, Robert Robinson, David Yeh
with our great organiser/leaders
Bob Taffel and Graham Lewarne
supported ably by Sue Taffel.
We were picked up by Bob, Graham and
Nigel (Sally Harrison’s sous-chef) and
whisked back to our farm-house retreat
(Etxexuria but known as Etchers) about
an hour’s drive east in the Pyrenean
foothills, in the Lantabat valley. Each
walking day we drove 10-45 minutes to
the beginning of the walk (sometimes
with car shuffles).

W

e began with a walk to the
neighbouring
village
of
Ostabat,
establishing
the
pattern of climbing till lunchtime,
enjoying a packed lunch, often tasty
leftovers from the previous night's meal,
while taking in the ever changing great
views. We spent about an hour on the
pilgrims' route to Santiago, Spain
(Chemin
de
Saint
Jacques
de
Compostelle), meeting a number of
pilgrims at a picturesque shrine/lunch
spot (Chappelle de Soyartza). One of
our party had left behind a fancy new
collapsible Black Diamond pole and at

the walk's end in the village of Ostabat
we were approached by one of the
lunchtime pilgrims who asked whether
we might have left behind a pole. Rob
Robinson was delighted to reunite it with
its twin and the pilgrim left us with a
beatific smile on his face, a micromiracle perhaps.
The next day was market day in the
largest local town, St Jean Pied de Port,
so some of the ladies had a chance to
buy the locally manufactured Espadrilles
(canvas sandals) while others picked up
cheese, strawberries, pate and sheep's
cheese. Jill's pate deserves to become a
provisional member of the Bush Club as
the jar reappeared at lunch and was
spread around for several days. Then on
to Col d'Ispeguy to a mountain called
Hautza. At 690m, we found a local store
(Venta) that seemed to cater for all
comers, tourists as well as local farmers.
On two of our walks we ended up here
and enjoyed the cheapest beer (EU1.5)
and coffee (EU1) around. The store is in
France and car park in Spain and we
could look down into both countries
across a fairly indistinct border with
spectacular views in both directions.
From there we began a climb with
changing vistas until we reached some
alpine meadows for lunch, encountering
for the first time two local wild horses
(Pottocks, pronounced pot-chocks).
While eight of us enjoyed a siesta in the
________________________________
…Olympic attempt to scale the local
peak…
________________________________
sun, Jill and Sandra made a rushed preOlympic attempt to scale the local peak,
Mt Hautza (1,360m) in the 60 minutes
(return) allotted to them by Bob.

T

hey motored upwards at great
speed but time beat them and
they were forced to turn back just
before the summit. We descended
through picturesque beech forests to the
Venta for a cleansing ale. We were
joined by three English cyclists who had
come from Biarritz (70 km) on their way
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to Barcelona. To our astonishment, the
leader produced a ukulele and initiated a
brief sing-along. On the way back to the
‘ranch’ we stopped in St Etienne de
Baigorry at an old church and a Roman
bridge and the locals playing boule.
During a pre-dinner drink session some
of the men enjoyed a game in which the
objective was to see who could hold
onto the chip bowl the longest. It ended
when one of the participants had to go
to the blood bin due to a collision with a
shelf.
Next day seven of us drove to Saint
Martin d'Arrossa and headed to the
peak, Larla. Near the summit we
stopped for lunch and came across
flocks of sheep, goats and a large group
of wild horses with foals. We arrived
back at Etchers to afternoon tea with
some sweet delicacy produced by Sal.
10th Century abbey
We had a touring day to see more of the
culture and history of the Basque and
neighbouring Bearne regions. First stop
was the Chateau de Camou and then
the Monastery de Sorde l' Abbaye. This
is a huge church and monastery site, on
the bank of the river Gave d’Oloron,
partly built on Roman foundations from
the 4th century. It was established by the
Benedictines to look after pilgrims. Our
guided
tour
explored
the
main
monastery structure and river entrance
through which all supplies would have
arrived. The abbey was established in
the 10th century and repairs have been
ongoing since the 16th century. They are
currently in the middle of a 10 year
restoration program. The amazing fact
was how huge the site and structure
was for a relatively small town; in the
14th century there were 10-20 monks
and about 1500 villagers; today no
monks and about 500 villagers.

W

e visited a well known tourist
town, Salies-de-Bearn, with
salt water springs supplying
water to indoor baths in a magnificent
large old Moorish style building from the
mid-19th century. Most of us ‘took the
waters’ and steam room after lunch.

We turned for home with a quick stop at
Sauveterre-de-Bearn
(source
of
Bearnaise sauce) for great views into a
river gorge and an opportunity to grab
one of the delicious Basque pastries. On
then to a farmhouse sheep cheese
operation run by a man, wife and dog
where we watched as the sheep were
milked by hand, all eagerly lining up for
the pleasure, with the farm cat, Romeo,
patiently waiting nearby for the odd drop
of milk flicked to him by the farmer.
Graham had organised and presented a
most impressive range of wines for
tasting at the gite where Sal, Bob and
Sue were staying. The day came to an
end with Sal's charcuterie dinner
including local brebis sheep’s cheese
with cherry jam followed by two tarts
known locally as gateau Basque, one
cherry, one almond.

A week to remember
In the morning, ten of us lined up to
drive about 5km from St-Etienne-deBaigorry towards the Venta store. The
views were amazing even though the
track was somewhat exposed with rocky
sections and a few knock-over wind
gusts. When we reached the top, all off
track, with beaut 360 deg views,
Graham pointed out the zig-zag track we
had missed thereby saving half an hour
and having been mistaken by the local
goats for their mountain cousins. That
evening we drove to the town of Laas for
a great meal in a picturesque setting at
Auberge de la Fontaine where the
Taffels were well known and welcomed
back as old friends.
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The walk next day (for 10) to Mt Occabi
was to be our highest walk; however as
the van approached the mist created a
near zero visibility situation; hence a
lower alternative walk was substituted to
the source of the Bidouze River, 3km flat
along the river and through beech forest
followed by 2km up a slippery track
covered in wet limestone.
Our last day was spent cleaning and
packing. We were dropped in Bayonne
after a really great walking holiday in
which all boxes were ticked: comfort,
company,
cuisine,
walk
variety,
exposure to local culture and history.
Etxexuria (‘Etchers’)
By Merilyn Sleigh
WEEK 2: May 2012
Leaders:
Bob
Taffel,
Graham
Lewarne. Indispensable organizer:
Sue Taffel.
Walkers: Jovanka Ajanovic, Bev
Barnett,
Alison
Briscoe,
Andy
Briscoe, Christa Carey, Raoul de
Ferranti, Evelyn Dowling, Jennie
Kelso,
Jan
Mathieson,
Merilyn
Sleigh, Sunny Yan, Kevin Yeats.
The trip began with gentle rain and the
first of many evening drinks sessions
followed by a welcome dinner, prepared
by Sally Harrison (Sal), our cook for the
week, aided by Nigel, also known as
Biggs.
Next morning, the rain was heavier and
temperature cooler, but we set out from
Col d’Ipharlatze, not far from the house.
Graham commented he was concerned
about one section of the track (‘might be
a bit muddy’). His concern was justified,
as we slid on various parts of our
anatomy down a long clay glissade, then
tromped through ankle deep mud and
streams amongst what might, on
another day, have been spectacular
scenery. Lunch was in an ancient
restored church, shared with walkers on
the Santiago de Compostela pilgrim trail.
It was still raining and cold the next day
but Bob organized an enjoyable day

sightseeing, including the market at St
Jean Pied de Port (setting off point for
many pilgrim walkers).
Ewe sheep cheese…yum, yum
No one was keen to walk the next day
because of the weather so we enjoyed
more sightseeing including Sorde
l’Abbaye (a UNESCO listed abbey in the
process of restoration), visit to the bath
house at Salies de Bearne and home via
a sheep farm where brebis (ewe sheep)
cheese is made by a charming couple,
an interesting example of a boutique
operation that could probably only exist
in
a
country
where
subsidised
agriculture is as much a tourist attraction
as a viable industry.
Lunch with 20 vultures
The sun was out the next day and we
were keen to go. Graham led us from St
Martin d’Arrossa towards Mt Larla
(700m) where we lunched with close to
360 degree views and around 20
vultures circling overhead. We passed a
number of stone shepherds’ huts
including one used by the Resistance in
WWII to hide escaping British airmen.
Around five hours walking. The day
finished with a wine tasting and
charcuterie dinner prepared by the
legendary Sal.

Week two ‘Etchers’ walkers
The goal for the next day was Mt
Occabe (1456m), fortunately beginning
from a Col (named Burdincurutcheta)
around 1100m. With Bob in the lead, we
started through cloud and mist, but
climbed above the clouds into beautiful
views and beech forest, very photogenic
black and white sheep on the high
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pastures and the Cromlechs d’Occabe,
a group of mysterious stone circles, said
to be Iron Age burial sites, close to the
summit. Our return journey along the
valley featured an encounter with many
pottocks (wild horses) who enjoyed
offerings of apple, with one particularly
keen to follow Jan home. Around 16km,
five hours walking). The weather was
warmer so we ate dinner outdoors in the
long twilight.

Bob Taffel and fellow walkers

O

ur last day of walking was the
best
and
hardest,
with
temperatures well above 30
degrees with little shade. We started
from Bidegaineko Borda, around 500m
(in Basque country near the Spanish
border). A steep climb took us to the
ridgeline and a series of long traverses
across steep slopes around the folds of
the valley (a bit daunting for those wary
of exposure). We continued climbing on
the GR10 to Col Buztanzelhay (843m)
and along the Spanish border to Col
d’Ispeguy for ice cold beer at the Venta.
The day concluded with a long and hot
descent down the valley along roads
and through villages to our pick up point
at
St-Etienne-de-Baigorry
(around
200m), after seven hours on the track.
We all hope the Etchers tradition
continues for other Bush club members
in the future

A warm welcome to
following new members:

the

Joan Kennedy, Thomas Hanson,
Sandra Ryan, Clare O’Brien, Valma
Quick, John Barnes, Carole Beale, Ian
Evans, Liam Heery, Brian Richardson,
Geoff Bishop, Stuart Coulter, Noely
Rathborne, Kathleen Herz, Brian Piper,
Scott Ashhurst, Anne Tribe, Christine
Tyler, Fiona Glen, Jan Atkins, Donna
Reynolds, Gillian Gray, Mirjam Beck,
Raymond Ho, Shirley Ho, Frances
Bottrell

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:
An observation: somewhat tongue
in cheek
As one who traditionally met with Bush
Club friends at Central under the clock,
from whence we would board the
chosen train, I now observe that
our club has moved further north. It may
even appear to
be
North
Shore
based. This conclusion is reinforced
within the present Schedule by the entry
for Friday 18th May when our leader
has quoted his chosen train as starting
from Hornsby!!! (The chosen train in
question started its journey in the distant
Western
Suburbs before
passing
through Central at 8.14am on its way to
Hornsby and beyond.)

(signed) He Who Reads
(name supplied but not used at writer’s
request).
Do you have an answer? Observation?
Comment? Come on, email replies to
bushclubeditor@gmail.com
You, too,
can use a pseudonym if you like.

A group of happy walkers (above)
enjoying a chomp on Chinese chow
following one of Carol Henderson’s
popular culinary capers. Walkers strolled
from Paddington to Kensington for this
one. Keep an eye on the walks
program…more to come
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The good old bad days

T

aking firearms into national parks
is a hot issue right now as the
NSW Government gives the green
light to recreational shooters to hunt
feral animals. This account of a
Christmas trip in Blue Gum Forest back
in 1932 has a timely ring to it:
Sydney Bush Walker, Bob Savage, who
later attained the rank of colonel and
earned an OBE in World War II was
camping in Blue Gum Forest, on a walk
from Victoria Falls to the Grose, when
one of the party, Sandy Sanlaville, had
a bizarre accident. As Savage recounts:
(I had just gone to my tent when)
suddenly I heard Sandy’s rifle go off –
then my tent collapsed on top of me.
After getting out from under I found
Sandy rolling on the ground with
someone getting his shoe off. It was
only then I realised he had been
shot…apparently Sandy was walking
over to my tent with his rifle loaded and
cocked. He tripped over near my tent
and put the rifle muzzle down to save
himself. Instead, he put it on his boot
and pulled the trigger.
The bullet had passed through
Sanlaville’s foot and he was sick with
the pain and loss of blood. After some
first aid, the whole party began a slow
painful walk to Blackheath via Perrys
Lookdown.
The party reached Blackheath about
9.30pm and spent hours trying to track
down the doctor who was attending a
man who was ‘taking a long time to die’.
When they finally managed to see him
at 3.30am, it was reported that the
doctor ‘had not been in bed for three
nights and was himself a cot case…his
methods were not gentle.’ Fortunately,
Sanlaville survived.

Edited version from Back from the Brink
by Andy Macqueen, 1997.
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Does size matter?
height does…

Well,

How high is Mt Kosciuszko? 2228 or
2229m?
By John Anderson
The height of Mt Kosciuszko, Australia’s
highest mountain, has undergone
continuous change since 1840 when
Paul Edmund De Strzelecki proclaimed
the height of the mountain he climbed
and named Kosciuszko as 7800 feet
(2377m). This was recorded in his
companion James Macarthur’s notes on
the ascent and subsequently reported
(after their journey through Gippsland) in
the Port Phillip Herald in an article The
Progress of Discovery. Strzelecki
subsequently amended the height to
6500 feet (1981m), when he realized his
barometer was out of adjustment.
In October 1946 the Royal Australian
Survey Corps (RASC):
… set up camp by the bridge over the
Crackenback, or Thredbo River, near
the ‘creel’. Its first task was to level from
a benchmark on the road above the
camp to the top of Kosciusko. The
levelling stopped at Charlotte Pass
because snow covered the remaining
high ground, and it was not completed
until 1947.
As an aside, the site of the Creel,
located on the true left bank of the
Thredbo or Crackenback River, about
one kilometre upstream of its junction
with the Snowy River at Waste Point, is
now underneath the waters of Jindabyne
Dam.
The Creel was built in 1907 as:
… part of the government’s
tourism infrastructure, having
been
used
for
visitor
accommodation
after
being
vacated by the workman who
built the Summit Road to the top
of Mt. Kosciusko and the first
phase of the Hotel Kosciusko
…The Creel was primarily used
for fishing during the non-winter
months.

The RASC from air photographs and
ground survey subsequently compiled
the Kosciusko 1 Mile Series, 1:63360,
topographic map published in 1952. It
recorded
the
height
of
Mount
Kosciuszko as 7316 feet (2230m).
The impetus for the mapping activity of
the RASC in the Snowy Mountains was
the investigation of the feasibility of
diverting the water of the east flowing
Snowy River into the west flowing
Murray River during the early stages of
development of the Snowy Mountains
Scheme. The official start of the scheme
was celebrated on the 17 October 1949.
As the scheme progressed, the Snowy
Mountains
Hydro-Electric
Authority
(SMA) prepared, for the purposes of
constructing the scheme, ‘1 Mile Series’
maps, compiled from RASC data and
aerial survey provided by Adastra Aerial
Surveys. Adastra, during the 1930s,
‘pioneered civilian aerial photographic
survey’ including aerial surveys of the
Snowy Mountains.
The SMA General Map of Snowy
Mountains Area, published in 1968 to
SMA Datum, reduced the height of
Mount Kosciuszko a further two feet to
7314 feet (2229m), suggesting the
correct height is 2229m, even allowing
for a possible error of up to 0.5 feet
(0.15m) in converting from imperial to
metric measurements.
For comparison, the Lands Department
of New South Wales Parish of
Kosciusko map dated 1970, gives the
height as 7310 feet (2228m) to Standard
Datum, one metre lower than the SMA
height of 2229m.
When comparing height information over
a long period, care needs to be taken as
a variety of datum were in use in New
South Wales (and other States) until
Australian Height Datum (AHD), based
on mean sea level, was introduced in
Australia in 1971. In New South Wales,
Standard Datum, based on mean sea
level at Fort Denison in Sydney Harbour,
was introduced in 1897.
For
accessibility to surveyors, a brass plug
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was let into the wall of the Lands
Department building in Bridge Street
Sydney and the level of the plug
adopted as ‘Standard Datum’ for New
South Wales.

Vertical control on SMA maps was
based on ‘precise levelling carried out
by the Authority with reference to Snowy
Mountains Datum which is 3.14 feet
(0.96m) lower that New South Wales
Standard Datum’. This explains the
difference, with both maps giving the
height of 2228m if referenced to NSW
Standard Datum.
The difference between NSW Standard
Datum and AHD is small but varies
throughout the State. At Jindabyne,
AHD is approximately 0.1m above NSW
Standard Datum.
Following the ‘erosion’ of the height of
Kosciuszko by 149m since Strzelecki
first suggested the height was 2377m in
1840, the height appeared to be finally
confirmed as 2228m when, following the
completion of the Snowy Mountains
Scheme, two maps published by
government
mapping
authorities
provided topographic details of the
Mount Kosciuszko area:
• The Kosciusko 1:100,000 map,
produced by the Snowy
Mountains Hydro Electric
Authority as part of the national
mapping programme by the
Australian Government in 1968,
documents the height of Mount
Kosciuszko as 2228m to Mean
Sea Level.
• The Mount Kosciusko 1:50000
map produced by the Central
Mapping Authority of New South
Wales in 1982 also pronounced
the height as 2228m to AHD.

These maps, published by the Federal
and State Governments respectively,
appeared to have finalised the height of
Mount Kosciuszko at 2228m to
Australian Height Datum.
But this was not to be the case as
Australia’s highest mountain officially
increased in height by one metre when
the Perisher Valley 1:25000 topographic
map was published in 2001. This map
recorded
the
height
of
Mount
Kosciuszko as 2229m to AHD.
It is not unusual for mountains to
physically decrease in height. Prior to
1991 New Zealand’s highest peak,
Mount Aoraki (Cook) was 3764m high.
On 14 December 1991 its height was
reduced to 3754m when a massive
landslide of ice and rock removed the
top 10m of the summit. However, Mt
Kosciuszko increasing in height was
definitely an unexpected event given the
only geological process experienced in
the Snowy Mountains for thousands of
years has been erosion.
So how high is Mount Kosciuszko, 2228
or 2229m?
This anomaly, while of relative little
significance has been on my mind for a
number years and a search on the world
wide web indicates both 2228 and
2229m being ascribed as the height of
Mount Kosciuszko. The answer is
provided in a Newsletter of the
Australian Institute of Alpine Studies
following an enquiry, after publication of
the ‘New Series’ 1:25000 map, from the
National Parks and Wildlife Service,
NSW to the then Spatial Information
Services of the Lands Department:
The height of 2229 metres
(rounded off to the nearest
metre) on the new edition map
refers to the height of the
stainless steel plate on top of the
concrete pillar. The stainless
steel plate is 1.518m above the
original
trig
plug
(now
destroyed), which was to the
best of my knowledge at ground
level.
[The
level
of]…the
stainless steel plate is 2229.48m,
the height difference [from] the
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stainless steel plate to the
original trig plug is 1.518m, by
subtraction the height of the
original trig plug is 2227.962m
(2229.48 - 1.518 = 2227.962)
and when rounded to the nearest
metre = 2228m.
I unfortunately cannot confirm
the specifications used for the
previous edition map but I am
reliably informed that the height
shown referred to the ground
mark of the trig station ie:
2228m.
Australian Institute of Alpine Studies,
Newsletter No. 13, June 2002.
So, while the height of the plug on top of
the cairn may be of interest to
surveyors, the actual height of Mount
Kosciuszko is 2228m to Australian
Height Datum.
Further information or comment
would be welcome at
andersonjr@optusnet.com.au

Stainless steel plug glistening on
top of cairn. Mt Townsend on
right.

